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Mixed Problem for Hyperbolic Systems

of First Order II
By

Masaru TANIGUCHI*

1.

Introduction

We consider the mixed problems for the hyperbolic systems of first
order

w(0, x, y)=g(x, y)
( K-u(t, 0, y) = h(t, y}

f>0, x>0,

where u is an N-vector, A and B are N x N constant matrices, and K
is an / x N constant matrix with its rank /.
The aim of this paper is to obtain the energy inequalities of the
solutions for the mixed problems (1.1). We prove this inequalities by
the same method which Kajitani used in [4]. In Sec. 2, we explain
notations. In Sec. 3, we construct the symbol of the singular integral
operator which plays an essential role to prove the energy inequalities
of the solution for the mixed problems with non-zero initial data. In
Sec. 4, we prove the Main Theorem.
We assume the following conditions for the problem (1.1):
Condition I. The operator f-~— — LJ is strongly hyperbolic, that is,
for any (<!;, 77)eH 2 —{0}, A^ + Brj has only real eigenvalues and is uniCommunicaled by S. Matsuura, September 21, 1973.
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formly diagonalizable in (£, rj).
Condition II.

A is non-singular.

Condition IIL The boundary matrix K satisfies the uniform Lopatinski's condition.
Remark 1. See [8] for another characterization of strong hyperbolicity.
We obtain the following:
Main Theorem. Assume the Conditions 7, // and III.
Then,
there exist positive constants C and ju0 such that, for any solution u(t,x,y) of the problem (1.1) which belongs to £°t(Hl(Rl)) and

(1.2)

\\e~^u(t)\\2 +

}i\\e-flsu(s)\\2+<e-»su(s90,

for f ^ O ,

-)>2ds

V^o-

(Notation is explained in Sec. 2.)
Remark 2. Strongly hyperbolic systems contain strictly and symmetric hyperbolic ones. Kajitani [4] and Rauch [6], [7] derived the
L2 estimates of solutions for the mixed problems with non-homogeneous
conditions for strictly and symmetric hyperbolic systems. But nothing
is known for strongly hyperbolic systems.

2, Notation
R"(Cn)
fij
Hs(Rn)(Hs(R!l))

$kt(E)

: rc-dimensional real (complex) Euclidian space.
: the set {(x, z)|x>0, zeRn~1}.
: the space of functions whose partial derivatives
of order ^ s all exist and are square integrable
in R»(Rl).
: the space of functions which are k times con-
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tinuously differentiable in i as E-valued function.
: the norm of L2(Rl)(L2(R1)}.

IHI(<->)

3. The Construction of a Symmetrizer
Put jR(£, Y\)=A^ + BY\. To prove the Main Theorem for strictly
hyperbolic systems with n-space variables, Kajitani [4] used the singular
integral operator whose symbol has the following properties:
f For any real (£,ri)*(Q, 0)
( i ) S(£, rj) is a symmetric positive definite matrix with homogeneous degree zero and belongs to C°° class.
(ii)
v(3

"1

(ill)
(iv)

S(f, !/)•£(& ri) is symmetric. (£({, »/)

- a constant symmetric matrix.
S(£, 0) is

"'

J=l

S(C, ff) is an analytic function of £ in the strip

where 6 is a positive constant.
Since this singular integral operator is useful
(1.1), we shall prove that the singular integral
has the same properties, can be constructed
systems with two space variables. We call such

for the mixed problems
operator whose symbol
for strongly hyperbolic
an operator symmetrizer

[2].
We

assume

the

condition I.

Put

Q(A, £, 17) =det (AT- (X£ + £//)).

Since the operator f-^ -- Lj is hyperbolic, the coefficients of the polynomial Q(A, £, r\) in (A, £, rf) are real.
decomposition over the real field,
(3-2)

So, Q(A, £, 77) has the following

Q(^^r,)=U

where Q^A, £, T/), i = !,...,# are irreducible homogeneous
in (A, £, TJ) with degree ^f and have the form

(3.3)
and

polynomials
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(3.4)

Since the roots of Q(^ f, rj)=0 g(/l, f, 17)= fl (?j(^> ^ */) with respect
i=l
to A are homogeneous of degree one in (£, ??), they are distinct on
S1 except for finite points by the theory of algebraic functions when
we consider them on the unit sphere S1 ={(£, ?/)eJ? 2 |£ 2 -t->/ 2 =1}. We
denote the set of those points on S1 by E. We have
(3.5)

Q^,^r,)=U^-e^,r,))

y=i

(fctfeS'-E,

0 = 1,..., Jf)

where fl'-^fli 0 = ¥ / or ./'=¥&). After reordering and relabelling those roots
in S1 — E, we obtain the equation

Q(A, & i,) = ft (A-AX

(3.6)

where

(3.7)

and m(j) = hi if /l;(£, rj) satisfies Qt(^9 %, f?)=0. According to the spectral
theory of diagonalizable matrices, to A,(£, ??),..., AM(£, Y\), there are corresponding matrices PI(£, ^?),..., PM(£> ^/)? called eigenprojection and
characterized by the conditions,
, rf) has rank m(j)

0* = 1,...,M),
(U = 1,...,M),

M

(3.8)
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Lemma 3.1. (Taniguchi [9]) Assume the Condition I. Then we obtain:
(i) For any (£, f?) el?2-{0}, R(£,ri)=A£ + Bri has only real eigenvalues and is diagonalizable.
(ii) For any (£, ifieR2 — {0}, J/ie eigenvalues and the associated
eigenprojections of R(wi9 w2)=Awl + Bw2 are analytic in a
neighborhood of (£, YJ) in C2.
In [9], we applied the theory of algebraic functions to the equation
det(A/-(^ + 5fc))=0 (det(A7-(v47c'+JB))=0) with respect to A(A') and
derived the Lemma 3.1 by the fact that A(A') is analytic (analytic) in
K(K') when /C(TC') is real (real). By this method of proof and the homogenety of eigenvalues and associated eigenprojections, A/^, r\) and P/£,
n), 7 = 1,...,M, are distinct in a neighborhood of (£*,>/*) in C2 where
(£*, rj^eS1 — E, and are distinct in a neighborhood of (£*, 77*) in C2
except for the set {(£, ^)|^*??=^*^} where (^*, r\*)eE.
Definition 3.2. Lef F(x, 3;) 6e a multivalued analytic function of
(x, y) defined in a neighborhood of Sl in C2 and Fr(x, y) be its restriction on S1. Then, we define that the period of F(x, y) is the smallest
number ft if the initial value of Fr(x, y) agrees with its final one after
ft times rotations with positive direction along S1.
Put
(3.9)

>1«,';) = {A1«, //),..., ^(?, 17)]

and

(3.10)

^,i7) = {P 1 «,i7),...,P jtf (^/ 7 )}.

Lemma 33. Assume the Condition I. Then, the sets A(£, n) and
&(£, ^) can be decomposed into disjoint sets of analytic functions defined
in a neighborhood S£ of S1 in C2,

(3.11)
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where
(i)

P/(£, n), / = !,..., v(j), ; = 1,,..,J, are £fte associated eigenprojections to the eigenvalues !/(£, ??) and satisfy the relations
(3.8).
(ii) /or initial fixed point (£/5 nf)ES1-E, A/(£, f?)(P/(£, ??)) agrees
with /L/ +1 (^ /3 ^j) (P{+l(£f, rjf)) after one time rotation with
positive direction along Sl in S^ (i = l, ..., v(j) — 1 '• 7 = !,..., J)
time rotation with positive direction along S1

(iii)

£/7e elements of Aj(£9 rj) are roots of the same
polynomial of Q(A, £, ?;).

in

irreducible

Proof. This lemma follows from the Lemma 3.1, the compactness
of S1 and analytic continuation along S1.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.4. Assume the Condition I. Then, there exists
singular integral operator whose symbol has the properties (3.1).
Proof.
j = l,,..,M,
(£o, j/JeS 1
w{(£, 17),...,

the

Since the eigenprojections Pj(£, rj) associated with Ay(£, r\),
have the rankm(j) in a neighborhood £^0,,/0(cS£) of
in C2, there exist m(j) linear independent row vectors
wi(7)(£ i/) of P/^ »/)a = U..., M). Put

'!(£, f)
(3.12)

Then, by the relations (3.8), we have that A^OJ|/O(£, ?f) is a non-singular
matrix in U^0tne. By the analytic continuation, we extend JV^oil/o(^, ?;) to
the region S£. We retain for the function so obtained the same notation. Put S£0tt}o(%,ri)=Ns0i1Jo(£,n)*N^orjo(£,n).
Let v be the least common
multiple of numbers v(l),..., v( J). By the method of construction and
Lemma 3.3, the function N^0tno(^9 rj) has the period v. For any fixed
(£, j/)eS£ N^no(£9 ri) and S^O(^Y\) have respectively v values {#|0flfa
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(trt, .., any fixed «, r,)eSlc, JVJ..,.(^ »?)}, and {S|o,,,o(£, i,), .., Sj..,.«, A/)}.
Then S^,,,o(£, <7)*=S^ oi , o (^, ?/) i = 1,..., v. By the method of construction
and the theorem of identity, Nfa^a(£, rf) is a non-singular matrix in a
dense set Sd of S£ whose restriction on S1 is dense in S1. Next, we
shall prove that SJ..,.({, r,)-R(t, rj)=R(t, t/)*-SJ. ilfo (e, if) where (£, i,)eS>
(i = l,...,v). We assume that JV|0> ,„(<!;, rf) is non-singular at (|, r f t e S 1 .
By the Condition I and the method of construction, D = N\a^a(£,rj)/)'JV^,,, 0 (<^, '7)~1 is a real diagonal matrix. Therefore, we have

where 5^ >I(0 (^, ^) corresponds to -/V^, ,„((!;, »?).
Since the set of non-singular points of JV 4o ,,,0(^, ?;) is dense in S1,
Si.,,.«, ff)-H«, »;) = «(«, J/)*-Si. f ,.(f,^, i = l,...,v hold on S1 by continuity.

Put S?o,,,o(£, »/)=ZS'| < , j , 0 (^. »/)•
i= 1

Tnen

. 5,0f,0(^, »?) is single valued

analytic function in S£, a symmetric matrix with homogeneous degree
zero in (<!;, ?]) and positive definite in a open set F^0),7o such that F^o>,/o 3
(So>»/o) and ^o^o^^.,,.- Since R(£,0)=A£, S^&Q) is a constant
symmetric matrix, and %s,?0(^, *?)•#(£, rj)=R(£, rj)^-S^0fJJo(^ r\) on S1.
Thus, we can construct 55opl|0(^, ??) at any (^0, j^eS 1 . S1 is compact.
So, there exist finite points (£ 1? ^0,..., (£e, rie) of S1 such that Sla
e

\jV^.tn.

e ^

and S(£, Y\)= Z s$i,,h(£> n)

is

positive definite on S1.

Then,

S(£, r\) is the symbol of the singular integral operator which we want
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to construct. Already, we proved the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) in
(3.1). Next, we shall prove the property (iv). In [9], we proved that
the eigenprojections Ph(K) (Ph(Kf)), /? = !,. ., M, of T(K)=AK + B (T(Kf) =
A + BK') are analytic functions of K(K') when K(K') is real (real). Also,
the eigenprojections of T(K) = K(A + BK~I) coincide with those of A + BK'1.
Therefore, Ph(K), /z — 1,,..,M, are analytic in K when K is real and TC = OO.
So, PH(K) (£/ri=K9 v\ e H1 - {0}), h = 1, . ., M, are analytic in K where
KED = { K E € I \ \lmK\<251}9 5i is a positive constant. Therefore, S(£, ?0
has the property (iv).
Q.E.D.

4. Energy Inequalities
Since our method of proof is the same which Kajitani used in
[4], we prove only the lemmas which are different from Kajitani's paper
by reason of strong hyper bolicity.
Put M(r9rj)=A-1(iI
Lemma 4.1. Assume the Conditions I and II. Fix (T, ti)=(iffQ9
, 0). Then, there exist positive numbers r1? r2 and a matrix
T(T, r]) such that
(a) T(T, 17) is analytic in U = {(i9r\) \\i-icQ\<rl9 \r\-r\Q\<r2] and
non-singular in U.
(b) M(t, *0 = T(T, ?7)M(r, ^T-1^, r\) has the form
/ MO(T, rj)

M(T, 10 =

(4.1)

0
'* .^

>

0

M,(T, 17)

w/zere
(i)
(ii)

Mj, j=0,..., g, /iai;e / y X / ^ matrix.
*/ie eigenvalues A o/ MO(T, 70 satisfy
|ReA|>C>0.

(iii)

My(T, ?0, j = !,..., ^f, /zaye Z/ie /orm
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\
0

(4.2)

Af,.(T, >/) =

o
oLj is pure imaginary

and j8/(/<70, ^o) = 0 (/ = !,..., /_y).

This lemma follows from Lemma 3.1 and Agranovich [1].
Remark 3. Lemma 4.1 is the same form for strictly hyperbolic
systems [5].
We consider the boundary value problem with a parameter i =

(T-L)w=/

in

K'w\x=0^-h

in K 1 .

(4.3)

Lemma 4.2. Assume the Conditions /, // and I I I . Let w(x, .v)
be awy solution of (4.3) w/n'c/? belongs to H](R$). Then, there exist
positive constants Cl and u1 such that
(4.4)

for

any T with

Also, this lemma follows from Lemma 3.1 and Agranovich [1].
Lemma 4.3. Assume the Conditions 1 and II. Then, there exists
a positive constant y such that
(i) for |T|^y|?f|, there exists an smooth matrix H(t,rj) such that
H(i,ri)'M(i,ri)-H~l(T;,rj)
is a diagonal matrix in D = {(T, rj)\
|T|^2y|f/|} and the eigenvalues A/r, Y\) (j = l,...,N) of M(T, rj)
satisfy
A/i, rj)\^ const. /,t
(ii)

in

D.

for |T|^3y|»7|, there exists a m=m(i,q)

in the range
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such that

for £ with Im £ = — m(t, rf) where 61 is a constant of (iv) in
Theorem 3.4.
Proof.

Let T ^ O . M(T, n)=j-A'v(iI+^L-B\.

Also, M(T, O^T^-1

is diagonalizable by the Condition I. So, we apply Lemma 4.1 to M(T,
rj) at (T, Y\)=(i, 0) and obtain (i). (ii) follows from Friedrichs and Lax
[2] or Kajitani [3].
Q.E.D.
By the above arguments and the results of [4], we get the Main
Theorem.
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